
SAMI, Schedule Automation Marketplace Integration, delivered by 
ShiftKey + OnShift, is an award-winning solution that shows your 
employees and independent professionals in one place, so you can 
build a complete schedule proactively and cost-effectively.

Get your workforce 
ready for growth 
with SAMI

On average, communities 
see a 6% increase in 
census within six months 
of activating SAMI.*

Already, more than 
500+ facilities 
across 40+ states 
use SAMI.

Shifts Filled

245,000+
with SAMI*

Communities are winning 
with SAMI, with results like*:

Results are not intended to represent or guarantee that current or future users will 
achieve the same or similar results.

*

workforce transparency

100% 
increase in resident occupancy 
at one community

40%

increase in employee shift 
requests

71%

reduction in unfilled shifts

90%

of administrative time saved 
per community annually

500 hrs

$1.7M
annualized savings

How it works
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“

Prioritize your employees

Schedule your employees more effectively. 
Their shift requests are prioritized and can 
be automatically approved.

SAMI allowed our leadership to focus on the 
big picture and our team to focus on 
resident care and their own well-being.”


Jessica Hunter 
Senior Operations Support Executive,  
Vista Springs

“

Fill your open shifts

Automatically access the ShiftKey 
marketplace to fill select PRN shifts with 
best-fit independent professionals.

The way SAMI seamlessly integrates 
ShiftKey’s robust marketplace with 
OnShift’s scheduling capabilities has 
completely transformed our workforce 
strategy.” 


Joe Schiller 
Vice President of Human Resources,  
Tutera Senior Living & Health Care

“

Follow your rules and budget

Gain full workforce transparency and stay 
within budget with easy access to data and 
processes that help you fill shifts cost-
effectively.

The OnShift and ShiftKey partnership has 
been extremely successful. The level of 
visibility we have now is priceless as we 
build for the future.” 


Nicole Kummala 
Senior Direct of Operational Support, 
Touchstone Communities

Schedule your SAMI demo at onshift.com


